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 This is my writing for Crunch Out, and why I love the Crunch Out program. 

The Crunch Out program is a program about exercise to help children get healthier 

and stay that way. 

 One of the things in Crunch Out that I like is five, two, one and done! Or just 

zero. The five means: five fruits and/or veggies a day, the two means: two hours of 

game time, or to play a game, the one means one hour of exercise, and lastly, the 

zero means zero sugars in foods and/or drinks.  

 The next thing in Crunch Out is nutrition. It’s about the amount of food you 

eat every day. Including what is on your plate when you eat. On your plate,  you 

should have a dairy, which I would suggest as a drink, so probably milk. Not 

chocolate because that has more sugar. Next on your plate, there should be fruits, I 

would put strawberries because they are my favorite fruit. Then there should be 

veggies, so I would add some lettuce for they are not just my favorite, but healthy. 

Next is protein. I would probably go with some chicken, since it has a lot of 

protein. Last, is grains. I would choose oatmeal cause it has a lot of grains.  



 The next thing I like about Crunch Out is fitness. Fitness is mostly like 

cardio, muscular strength (and what happens to muscle fibers with exercise). Also 

flexibility exercises that were included in a book about exercise that you can do on 

an exercise ball. I really like the fitness for Crunch Out. 

 Crunch Out is a program that helps people get exercise every day. There are 

books, journals, exercise balls, and more. I really like Crunch Out because it has 

helped me through exercise and really helps me have more motivation. Those are 

the reasons I love Crunch Out. 

 


